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Learn to live a truly exceptional life with the help of author, speaker, and performance coach Ben

Newman. In Leave YOUR Legacy, you will see firsthand how to drive impact by changing your

perspective and connecting to your life's purpose.Newman shows you how to be your best self with

this touching story that clearly illuminates the steps needed to create major change in your life by

following the ups and downs of the protagonist, Pierce. Join Pierce on his journey to

greatness--from the humble beginnings of enacting change and resisting old behaviors to the

reframing of his thoughts and actions and eventually understanding his legacy.Experience for

yourself the ripple effect of leaving YOUR legacy. Pierce's story will inspire you to go do great

things. And, as you strive for excellence, you will inspire excellence in others. Are you ready to

unleash your full potential? It's time to uncover your drive, your passion, and your purpose--leave

YOUR legacy.Ben Newman is a bestselling author, international speaker, and highly regarded

performance coach whose clients include Fortune 500 companies, business executives,

high-performing salespeople, and professional athletes in the NFL, MLB, and PGA, as well as the

NCAA. The Napoleon Hill Foundation & Nightingale-Conant selected Ben as a top thought leader

and author in the world to help produce their latest audio book Napoleon Hill's 17 Principles of

Success.
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Excellent read! I am glad to get away from the fiction books for a while and find such a refreshing,

feel-good book like this. With everything going on in life right now, this is really the pick me up I



needed to get my path straight again. Such an inspiration. I really, really recommend this book to

others wanting something positive to read.

AMAZING AND INSPIRING!!!!!! Everyone wants to leave a legacy but most don't plan and think

about it enough. Ben Newman leads and inspires readers to empower themselves to think bigger,

accomplish more than they think possible, strive for excellence, and enjoy life along the way. Ben

inspires readers to prepare to focus and win daily to help themselves and leave a legacy for others.

I purchased this book for two reasons. First, I am writing a book on how to leave a legacy using a

timeline. Second, all the  reviews were 5 stars.It is not a 5 star book for me. True, I could not put it

down. But that's because of the story, not the message.Typically I only keep books where I feel

compelled to underline key statements, principles, methods or AHA's. I did not underline anything in

this book. I believe that is primarily because the author emphasizes the most important activity to do

to leave a legacy is to define your WHY statement, e.g., your purpose statement. I did that in 2009

when I read Simon Sinek's Start with Why book.If you are a business leader and feel embarrassed

you don't know what your legacy will be, then read this book.

I was blessed to receive an advance copy of Ben Newman's new book; this is by far the best one

yet! Believe me when I say is other books have also inspired me during several seasons of my life.

Ben's ability to build real world concepts into a story that makes sense kept me reading leading to

finishing the book in one day. It is inspiring, captivating and an easy read. One of the key

components that makes this book five stars is you don't have to read previous books to understand

the story. I was able to connect to multiple areas of this book from a professional business woman

to building/inspiring those around me. Ben's ability to put so much GREAT lessons into a 145 pages

deserves all the credit in the world. I plan to give this book to other leaders at my company and my

staff. This book will give you some fire within to grow your legacy!-Kelli Burns

I was able to get an advanced copy of this book and read it in an afternoon. This is definitely a book

you need to read! Ben has the unique ability of engaging the reader in a story with very relatable

characters, while teaching very important principles that will help you in your life. I recommend

reading "Own YOUR Success" prior to reading this book to really learn everything Ben is teaching,

but even if you don't, you will get a lot out of this book.I would highly recommend you get your

hands on this book as soon as it is available! As with "Own YOUR Success", the more times you



read it, the more you will get out of it.

A great read for personal development and motivation. The follow up book to "Own Your Success".

It is a MUST read. Ben's program has helped me professional and personally to excel where I want

to be in my life and to leave my legacy.

I have read every one of Ben Newman's books and liked each one - but this book is truly at the next

level. Ben tells a very interesting story to convey one of the most important messages possible: the

importance of leaving a legacy in your life. This book made me rethink of how I run my business,

how I treat others in my life, and how I live my life.The concept of LEGACY is such an important

concept and Ben does a great job of explaining it here.Highly recommend for this book for anyone

that wants to improve their life and the lives of the ones they love. A+ book.

Bought this book and was highly motivated to make a legacy for myself and choose the life I want to

live. Was finished with this book over a 3 day weekend and feel inspired to make the necessary

changes in my life. It teaches you to change your habits and change the way you think to live a

more fulfilling and productive lifestyle. It teaches you how to face adversity and overcome it. To

push through it and focus on the positives.I am very interested in learning more about the author

Ben Newman and seeing what other content he has produced.
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